
JUST THINK OF EVERY ALICE’S VOICE 

yes, criminals yes, invaders

whether or not in two by twos
in brass bowls for
or the offered water

to say I felt like cattle
to say A mess of  pottage

there is wonder, a lightshow 
of  deliverance onscreen 
manifesting in the cavity

whisk or not wake or not
the blood remains in disrepair
from nothing to nothing and too much of  it.

this is the problem of  tunneling to:
the years of  collapse
and icy lip or smear on every door
and muffled plea for_________, martyr mash

the glimmer, the prick and pulse  yes worship



instead of  leaving the world thin,       

where the girls are calm and rich,

we open to the lobby,  where i am as if  a silencer,

a meal ticket to meet the emperor,
regalia to spiff  up and step to
lovely breasts that we both revered
now under pressure and
wet cloth of  having drowned.

that good-enough molasses.

is this how to chant-handle?

say you owe me free flesh
say thank me in the ravine

and waste praise on a live daughter.



is the live daughter lovelier
is the live daughter hell-yes
is the live daughter plastered
is the lived daughter chased through
is the live daughter paused 
is the live daughter piled
is the live daughter forgetting on the stairs
is the live daughter valorous
is the live daughter lit?

my purple bits, i feel i’ve let you down.



in sight of  the wreck, the rocks
warnings and past experience dissolve
and we, the kids, the boat people
do really start to throw our weight in big-bellied arcs to beat the tide--

we cannot contain our utopia.

say smooth  and then smooth
and watch the rupture with bells on,

stay awake for the ringing.



AND PRAISE AND PRAISE

i told them they could not treat the furniture that way

i had no faces they were so afraid

ALICE: where are my standards of  beauty, what is the name of  my horse
 

Long List of  Horse Names
Teleflor
Dungeon Scent
Saturn Return
Xenon (Rarely Used)
Red Rose Redux
Absolute Cream
Dirty Muscle
I’m A Socialist
People Don’t Like That
The Results Are In: Pain In The Ukraine
Problematic Trivialization of  Suffering
And Violence
And Violence

TELEFLOR: at this point you’re just
         meteor bait

         hair nearby the color of  lactation

                       the same kind of  stain.

LONG LIST: that language is unkind
this whelp making skirts from longer skirts
in the likeness of  someone well-hung:

madonna of  the scene of  our latest humiliation.

FEVER: i’m not trying to be
ARRAY: but you are

in the inner throat of  the room,

saying not a drop of  sangoree.



wander up town and break 
each crest with a mild burn

break each heart with a mention of  the party

how felled how eaten and niptuck

the niptuck postively amorous.



our vocal apparatus shapes and flakes out
pushing the air into those same holdings:
madonna of  the perspiring array,

our lady the man tamer
lordlier in the sweat,

young woman of  the wilted pile,

madonna of  the smooth and then smooth
madonna of  the smile and bomb
madonna of  the very fine saliva petal sheen
madonna of  the strange shape only seen
madonna of  the new mouth

as when a near stranger 
forms with his mouth an o
and places that o to your elbow pit,

the glistening mark it attempts.

we form with our vocal chords an o 
and place that o before us and before us 



VHS RECORDING OF A BURIAL AT SEA

are you in key west?
is it magnificent?
something shows up rough enough to come closer
and not understand why.

madonna of  the thick panic,

of  course i don’t sweat your paunch or abandon
the problem is Now
that i might get the problem wet

like ex-pink and proto-pink
and ashes pinking into the waves--

play it again or i will play it again,

ashes flying like water
from their box.

we’re pinched if  we know
a pyre from a bipedal Now
we’re a tub tramp

but that’s what they said about god.

you ask what it’s like but

even you
are full of  soft burning goods.


